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The note – “Relay of HJ1ABB”
– on this 1935 QSL from G.E.
short w aver  W 2 XAF  in
Schenectady, New York got me
to checking old bulletins from
the International Short Wave
Club.  I found that during the
years 1934-1936, W2XAF was
often reported “testing” with
Colombian HJ1ABB, VK2ME
( A u s t r a l i a )  a n d  L S X
(Argentina).  Other shortwave
broadcasters with whom
W2XAF was known to make
contact included several other
C o l o m b i a n s ,  V K 3 M E
(Melbourne), 2RO (Rome),
PRF5 (Rio de Janeiro), and
HP5B (Panama City).  Some of
the stations were known to
play cards over the air during
these hookups.

The entries from the ISWC
bulletins on the following three
pages tell the story.  It looks
like some of these events were
more like QSOs among
broadcasters, with the stations
operating serially, on their own

frequencies; while in others, a central station like W2XAF may have received programming
off air from one or more cooperating stations, and retransmitted it with its own, yielding a
synchronized program originating from multiple places.  At times a significant number of
stations participated in these multi-station broadcasts, and many listeners heard them.

The other note on the W2XAF QSL – ”The station near W2XAF is Zeesen, Germany”
– is a reminder of how listeners in those days had to locate stations.  With any kind of dial
accuracy more a dream than a reality, listeners would locate stations by their relationship to
other strong stations whose frequency was known.  Knowing a target station’s exact frequency
was less important than knowing its proximity to the signal of another known broadcaster.
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Relays and Roundtables:  HJ1ABB, W2XAF et al., entries
 from the Monthly Bulletin of the International Short Wave Club, 1933-1935
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W2XAF transmitter, 1934
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